### DRAFT PROGRAMME

**Tuesday 5<sup>th</sup> June**
- **9.00-10.30** Welcome and Keynote: Charles Mills
- **10.30-11.00** Morning tea
- **11.00-12.30** Panel Sessions
- **12.30-13.30** Lunch
- **13.30-15.00** Panel Sessions
- **15.00-15.30** Afternoon tea
- **15.30-17.00** Keynote: Paul Huebener
- **17.00-19.00** Drinks Reception

**Wednesday 6<sup>th</sup> June**
- **10.30-11.00** Morning tea
- **11.00-12.30** Panel Sessions
- **12.30-13.30** Lunch
- **13.30-15.00** Panel Sessions
- **15.00-15.30** Afternoon tea
- **15.30-17.00** Keynote: Jackie Sumell

**Thursday 7<sup>th</sup> June**
- **13.30-16.00** Open collaborative sessions exploring issues arising from panel sessions
- **16.00-17.00** Concluding panel discussion

### TUESDAY 5<sup>th</sup> JUNE

**Session 1 | Tuesday 9.00-10.30**
- Keynote: Charles Mills | Racial Time

**Session 2 | Tuesday 11.00-12.30**
- 2A Pentland East: Exploring Presents across media, culture and the economy (1): Cultural Economy, uncertainty and the present
- Lisa Adkins | Activating Uncertain Presents
Ella Harris and Mel Nowiki | Crisis-Ordinary at PLACE/Ladywell: Pop-up Housing as a site of Personal and Collective Impasse
Fanny Söderbäck | Global Assembly and the Question of the Present

2B Pentland West | TBC

2C Prestonfield: Untimely environments
Hueyli Li | Intergenerational Justice in the Age of Climate Change
Chris Margrave | Time is a Necessary Illusion: Climate Change, Abstract Minimalism, and Buddhist Perspectives of Impermanence
Katie Gentile | Human Exceptionalism: Playing with time to disavow vulnerabilities
Astrid Schrader, Simon Rundle, Deborah Robinson | Experimenting with time and the sea: a transdisciplinary approach to refiguring the environmental crisis

2D Duddingston: Maternal time, and the time of childhood
Chiara Alfano | From Cluster-feeding to Weaning: the Role of Time in Breast-Feeding Advice
Claire Potter | "To the Tick of Two Clocks": Untimeliness, Reverie & the Sine Qua Non of Maternal Timings
Sevasti-Melissa Nolas | Childhood, temporality and biography: making biographical research with younger children possible
Liam Berriman | Toys and the materialisation of time and memory in childhood

2E Holyrood: Reclaiming space, reclaiming time
Alana Brekelmans | Timelines, temporalities, and re-living place in an Outback Australian community
Barbara A. Barnes | The Texture of Emptiness: Re-telling Settler Landscapes
Courtney Wittekind | Road Plans and Planned Roads: Entangled Geographies, Spatiotemporal Frames, and Territorial Claims-making in Myanmar’s Southern Shan State
Garikoitz Gomez Alfaro | The rhythms of temporal displacement. On space and memory in Post-Conflict Derry
2F Salisbury The inequalities of time poverty
Boroka Bo & Denys Dukhovnov | Residential Ethnic Segregation and Health: Time Poverty and Physical Space
Elyakim Kislev | The Night as Frontier of Inequality
Sandra Leaton Gray | Time poverty, technology infrastructure, and educational inequality: the impact on adolescent social deprivation
Iulius-Cezar Macarie | Invisible Denizens: The Bio-automaton Night Shift Workers of the Post-Circadian Capitalist Era

2G Pollock Archival Temporalities: The Violences of and Liberatory Possibilities for Records and Their Social Lives
Marika Cifor | Archival Temporalities on Display: Undetectability, Outreach, and Programming in AIDS Archives
Michelle Caswell | Now More Than Ever: Community Archivists Interrupting Time
Jamie A. Lee | For the Time Being: Tracing the Archival Record as Queer-Chronology
Tonia Sutherland | Doing Time: The Violence of Digital Data, Borderless Colonialism, and the Racialized History of the U.S. Prison Industrial Complex

2H Nelson Multi-temporalities (1): belonging in temporally diverse worlds
Aïda Terblanché-Greeff | Afro-polychronism: Time Orientation and Relationality
Sarah Chant | In Search of Queer Time: Physics, Queer Theory, and the Space/Time In Between
Andrés Saenz De Sicilia | The times of social life: between reproduction and development
Gonzalo Iparraguirre | Rhythmics of politics: social futures and the management of life rhythms

2I St Trinnean’s Temporalities of Affect
Srirupa Prasad | Affective Temporalities: Missionary women's writings on care, travel, and India
Nasrin Khandoker | Temporal affect and transcending gender binary through folk Songs of North Bengal
Clary Krekula | Passion and Time: An Exploration of the Intertwined Dimensions of Temporality and Emotion
Aarzoo Singh | Object Stories: Tracing South Asian Colonial Histories of Displacement through Affective Archives
Session 3 | Tuesday 1.30-3.00

3A Pentland East; Exploring Presents across media, culture and the economy (2): Mediated culture, affect and the present
Carolyn Pedwell | Digital Tendencies: Habit, Intuition and Activism in the Present
Rebecca Coleman | Digital Media, Infra-Structures of Feeling and the production of 'the Now'
Ruth Raynor and Ben Anderson | Scenes: The Present-Tensed
Sejal Sutaria | From Colonial Past to Immigrant Present: The Radio Retellings and Sonic Resistance of the British Indian Encounter

3B Pentland West TBC

3C Prestonfield Material constructions of time
Geoff Gordon | The Politics of Coordinated Universal Time
Yair Barak | The internal Israeli dispute about the time limits of Daylight Saving Energy
Jason Farman | Designs of Waiting: Buffering, Queuing, and Embedded Systems of Power
Carl A. Smith | Geometry in the Walnut Grove: Marking Time and Belonging

3D Duddingston Temporal strategies of rest and relaxation
Steven Earnshaw | Can We, Dare We, Be Bored?
Ayesha Nathoo | Time to relax? Historical reflections on the art and privilege of health maintenance
Helen Traill | The rhythms of escape in urban communality, and their limits

3E Holyrood Temporal belongings in the chronic disaster
Lukas Ley | Towards an Ethnography of the Meantime
Arvid van Dam | Unmaking time and place: portrait of a village
David Selway | 'Time is my worst enemy now': Temporalities and Mining Communities during the Interwar Depression
Alejandro Miranda Nieto | Temporalities of Home and Homelessness

3F Salisbury The social negotiations of time allocation
Ewa Jarosz | Unequal times: Social structure, temporal perspective, and time allocation in Poland.
Maggie Laidlaw | Temporal Negotiations of women's civic engagement: Whose got time for that?
Anna Wanka | Re-Organizing Everyday Life – How Time Allocation and Social Practices Change in the Course of Retiring
Maria Faust | A Structural Equation Model to Explain the Effects of Internet-Mediated Communication on the Way we Deal With and Plan Time

3G Pollock Medical timelines in dispute
Jieun Lee | Progression, Fluctuations, and Times of Dementia Care
Alasdair Forrest | Without Limit of Time? Time, and its Therapeutic Use, in Different Settings
Chiara Pellegrini | Time for a Change: Embodied Social Temporalities and Trans Life Narratives
Amira Simha-Alpern | A Psychoanalytic Perspective on Time: Attitude Towards Time Reflecting the Patient's Way-of-Being with Self and Other

3H Nelson Multi-temporalities (2): Negotiating temporal diversity
Robin Harper and Hani Zubida | Winding Clocks: Temporary Labor Migration and Multiple Timescapes
Georg P. Mueller | On the De- and Re-synchronisation of Social Time Before and After a Revolutionary Political Change
Paul Jones | Architecture and Social Time
Brigitte Bechtold | Brickwork, Capitalism, and the Collective Memory

3I St Trinnean's Dislocations and Distortions: Considering Affective and Relational Modes of Visual and Sensual Perceptions
Anita Huizar-Hernández and Kaitlin Murphy | In Transit: Time, Space, and Resistance in the U.S., Mexico, and Central America's Northern Triangle
Adela C. Licona | The Wild Possibilities of Refraction and Relational Proximity
China Medel | Haptic Chronologies: Archiving Textures of Black and Brown Life
Session 4 | Tuesday 3.30-5.00
Keynote: Paul Huebener | Telling Stories About Time: Toward a Critical Literacy of the Temporal Imagination

Wine reception | Tuesday 5.00-7.00
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Session 5 | Wednesday 9.00-10.30
5A Prestonfield Waiting Times (1): Waiting and Care in Modern Times
Lisa Baraitser and Laura Salisbury | Waiting Times: An introduction to the stream
Raluca Soreanu | The Times of Social Clinics: On Psychoanalytic Economies of Care
Michael Flexer | The 'telegraphic schizophrenic manner': The non(sense) of time in psychosis and literature
Martin Moore | What did it mean to wait in the early NHS? Discourses of waiting in the British Health Service c. 1940s-1960s

5B Duddingston Reifications of modernity and progress
Rebecka Klette | Time and Evolutionary Anachronism: examining the Temporal Dimensions of Degeneration Theory and the concept of Atavism
Miguel Garcia-Sancho | On time, history and expectations: how the perception of the past shapes the future of scientific research
Arthur Rose | Asbestos: A Matter of Time

5C Holyrood Striking insights: A lightning talk session
Tammy Birk | Spaces are Mortal: Richard McGuire's Here, Trauma, and Transtemporality
Jose Gomez | The future in action in Ecuador’s Yachay
Laura Jarvis-King | Power and Discipline Through Time in the Indoor Sex Industry
J. Gregory Keller | Being to Timelessness as it's to Time
Sonia Kruks | Discordant Temporalities: The Lived Experience of Age in Simone de Beauvoir's 'Old Age'
Amanda Ptolomey | The Trouble with Transitions: Temporality and Disabled Children's Childhoods
Maria Paz Saavedra | Practices of intergenerational care. A multitemporal and biosocial interface
Denise St Marie | Reflective Sculptures
Kevser Pinar Ustel | Temporalities of Community Mental Health

5D Salisbury Timework: Managing conflicts, risks and insecurity
Lea Trier Krøll | Prescription drugs and time work among students
Tereza Virtová and Filip Vostal | Chronopolitics in Experimental Physics: Technologies of Timework
Peter Fraenkel | Time as a Source of Struggle and Resilience in Homeless Families
Zeynel Gul | Disabled Temporalities: Laboring the risk under Turkey’s insecure work regimes

5E Pollock Politics and Time (1): 'High' and 'low' times of international politics
Jürgen Portschy | Changing temporalities of power and the state
Nathanael Chouraqui | No Future': Modernity's Temporal Horizon and the Shape of the War on Terror
Melanie Griffiths | Temporal Governance and the Immigration Rules
Omar Al-Ghazzi | Modernity as a False Deity: The Islamic State Group’s Weaponization of Takfiri Anachronism

5F Nelson Temporal agencies in older age
Natashe Lemos Dekker | Anticipating an unwanted future: Euthanasia and dementia in the Netherlands
Richard Ward | Dementia time: pasts, presents and futures
Melanie Lovatt | Future Matters in Older Age
Vera Gallistl | Temporalities of Creative Ageing – Social Time and Creative Practices in Later Life
5G St Trinnean's Tracing temporalities of gentrification and urban change (1): Temporality, materiality, aesthetics and artistic responses to redevelopment
Felix Ringel | Ruins of Pre-Gentrification: Schrotthäuser and Urban Standstill in a Post-Industrial City
Rasheedah Phillips | Time, Memory, and Justice in Marginalized Communities
Alex Hale | Is 52 weeks enough? Unsettling archaeology with graffiti recording

Session 6 | Wednesday 11.00-12.30
6A Prestonfield Waiting Times (2): Transforming Times
Van Slothouber | Expanding Trans-Temporalities: An Exploration of the Temporal Dimensions of Detransition
Donna McCormack | ‘I felt his future that was never to be’: The Haunting Temporalities of Organ Transplantation
Megh Marathe | On the Social Temporality of Epileptic Seizures
Elizabeth Barry | Dementia, Care and the Temporality of Laughter

6B Duddingston Colonial disciplenings of time
Sugata Nandi and Maitreyee Datta | Idyll of Idleness: time discipline and resistance in colonial India
Amanda Lagji | Colonial Time Regimes in Cheikh Hamidou Kane's Ambiguous Adventure
Guy Miron | Lived Time under Exclusion: German Jews under the Nazi Regime
Njeng Eric Sipyinyu | Chinua Achebe's Arrow of God and the Problematic of African Time

6C Holyrood Feminism, Gender and Temporal Belongings (1): Feminist Stories, Historiographies, and Temporal Reparations
Héloïse Thomas-Cambonie | Schrödinger’s Hello Kitty Lunchbox: Feminist Temporalities and Historiographies in Ruth Ozeki’s A Tale For the Time Being
Yanbing Er | Retrieving the object of sexual difference: feminist theory’s narrative displacements
Ann Kennedy | From Combahee Resistance to the Confederate: Black Feminist Temporalities and White Supremacy
6D Salisbury Resisting bureaucratic temporalities
Anna Wherry | The “Caring State”: On the Conflicting Temporalities of Bureaucratic Care in Colombia
Graeme Tiffany | Thoughts on the new temporalities of education, issues of power and resistance
Michaela Hubmann | The objectification of the primary health system rebuilding and strengthening process in Sierra Leone: A bottom-up ethnographic account
Sydney Calkin | Body/Clock: How spatial and temporal restrictions are used to curtail abortion access

6E Pollock Politics and Time (2): Time and politics in theory
Nomi Claire Lazar | Time and techniques of authority
Yair Barak | Queue: Time as an Arbiter of Absolute Social Justice
Anne McNevin | Time and the Figure of the Citizen
Juhan Hellerma | How to study time? Conceptual history versus phenomenology of the everyday

6F Nelson Waiting between hope and violence
Christine M. Jacobsen, Randi Gressgård, Kari Anne K. Drangsland | Waiting for an uncertain future: the temporalities of irregular migration
Natascha Mueller-Hirth | Still waiting or refusing to wait? Hope and victims’ experiences of reparations and change in Kenya and South Africa
Sarah Philipson | On waiting: interrogating temporary protection for asylum-seekers in Sweden through the frame of symbolic violence
Thomas van der Molen | Wasting Time on Freedom: Suspensions of Tibetan Refuge

6G St Trinnean’s Tracing temporalities of gentrification and urban change (2): Affectivity and temporalities of displacement
Monica Degen and Camilla Lewis | Temporal atmospheres: analysing the changing identities of Smithfield Market, London
Bahar Sakızlioğlu | Inserting Temporality into the Analysis of Displacement: Living Under the Threat of Displacement
Linda Lapiña | Affective ecologies of time: gentrification, affect and temporality in Copenhagen’s Nordvest district
Session 7 | Wednesday 1.30-3.00

7A Prestonfield Waiting Times (3): Crisis Time
Mary Coaten | Temporality and Spatiality in Dance Movement Psychotherapy (DMP)
Fiona Wright | Mental health care in/as times of crisis
Martin O’Brien | TITLE TBC Chronicity and survival when living with a chronic illness
Jocelyn Catty | TITLE TBC Time in Therapeutic treatment with adolescents
Lisa Baraitser and Laura Salisbury | Closing remarks

7B Duddingston Time and Narrative in Postcolonial and U.S. Multi-Ethnic Literatures
Giti Chandra | Dismembering and Remembering Time: Beloved, History, and Trauma
Sun Hee Lee | Narrating in Ceremonial Time: Healing and Renewal in Native American Literatures
Mike Reynolds | Prophesizing the End-Times in South African Speculative Fiction
Arnab Chakladar | Against Indian Standard Time

7C Holyrood Feminism, Gender and Temporal Belongings (2): Embodied Selves and Temporal Structures of Experience
Maude Riverin | Towards a Flat Ontology of Sexuality: Postmodern Sexuality in Contemporary Science-Fiction Films
Cressida Heyes | Anaesthetic Time: Everyday Addictions and Moms Who Need Wine
Rachel McNealis | Just a Phase? Queer Temporalities
TBC Kathleen Quinlivan | “It’s Magical!” Drawing on The Potential of Young Peoples Lived Experiences of the Social Life of Time to Reconceptualise Time in the Sexuality Education Classroom

7D Salisbury Temporalities of everyday utopias
Beth Schellenberg | Finding Disco's Queer Utopia and Remembering Its Downfall in Straight Time
Guilherme Fians | Locating the present, or how to negotiate time and temporality among Esperanto supporters
Heather McKnight | Exploring Unionised Potentiality: Heterotopian Sites of Resistance and Utopian Temporality in Higher Education
Kinneret Lahad and Vanessa May | 'Just one?’ Solo Dining, Gender and Temporal Belonging in Public Spaces

7E Pollock Politics and Time (3): Timescapes of Politics
Daniel J Levine | Zionism, political realism and the Jewish 'return to history'
Ruth Kelly and Emilie Flower | Timescapes and the political imagination in Bangladesh and Uganda
Venla Oikkonen | Evolutionary nostalgia and the temporal politics of genetic belonging
Einar Wigen | The Re-emergent Temporality of the Ruler

7F Nelson The Labour of Im/mobility
Niamh Jane Clifford Collard | Things Should Be Better'- Work, waiting and the negotiation of hope in a Ghanaian workshop
Johannes Lenhard | The hopeful labour of begging - homeless people’s struggles for a better life in Paris
Farhan Samanani | New parents, urban austerity and the fight for existential mobility
Felix Ringel | Panel discussant

7G St Trinnean's Tracing temporalities of gentrification and urban change (3): Temporal governance, inequalities and resistance
Nicola Charlotte Thomas | Exploring temporal inequalities of gentrifying urban allotment gardens in Europe
Yara Sa’di | Temporality in ‘regenerated’ Palestinian urban neighborhoods in neoliberal Israel: The case study of Jaffa
Clara Rivas Alonso | How perceptions of past and future are mobilized towards building a movement against urban renewal in a militarized neighbourhood in Istanbul

Session 8 | Wednesday 3.30-5.00
Keynote: jackie sumell | Time in Solitary (Gardens)
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Session 9 | Thursday 9.00-10.30

Keynote: Sarah Sharma | Title TBC

Session 10 | Thursday 11.00-12.30

10A Pentland East Emergent Lifetimes
Bodhisattva Chattopadhyay | The Muddled Times of the Quantum
Anne Kveim Lie | The Emergent Times of Epidemics
Helge Jordheim | Emergent Geo-generational Lifetimes
Hugo Reinert | The Conference as Temporal Assemblage

10B Pentland West Temporal selves, temporal belongings
Hugo Neri and Veridiana Cordeiro | Time, memory, and group belonging: discussing sociological theories
Vanessa May | Temporal selves and dementia: A call for a new research agenda
Robin Durie | Social Belonging and the Temporality of Delay
James Garrison | The Forgotten Rituals of Order: Remembering the First Aesthetic Technologies of Politics

10C Prestonfield Labouring in capitalist times
Justin Clark | Words Per Minute: Stenography and Mental Efficiency in Gilded Age and Progressive Era Corporate America
Annalisa Dordoni | Time alienation in the contemporary "24/7 service society".
Alison Herbert | Time horizons in (a)synchronicity: on political and individuals’ use of time in extended working lives
Olga Cojocaru | Temporal tropes of migrancy and precarious work: Moldovan domestic workers in Italy as a case study
**10D Duddingston** Untimely bodies
Jessica Stanier | The Aged Body: Misfitting through space and time
Anna Walker | The social and cultural repercussions of a body in crisis
Rina Kim | “How time flies when one has fun”: The Experience of Time, the Body and the Self in Samuel Beckett’s Act without Words II
Sare Aricanli | Function of Time: temporality and the Chinese medical body

**10E Holyrood** Making Futures Matter: Practice Research as a Means of Making Futures.
Anna Hickey-Moody | Temporal Organization of Religious Culture: Margins and Futures
Rebecca Coleman | Glitter as Sensory Methodology: Futures, Collaging, Girls
Dawn Lyon | Narrative and performative research strategies in the study of young people’s imagined futures
Rachel Thomson & Niamh Moore | Time travel as a research method: reverse engineering the archive for the study of teenage sexuality.

**10F Salisbury** Neoliberal Times
Melissa Suzanne Fisher | The Emerging Post-Neoliberal Social Life of Time among (Some) Business Actors
Catherine Rottenberg | Back from the Future: Turning to the “Here and Now”
Shir Shimoni | The Politics of the "Here and Now" - Affective Temporalities in Ageing Subjects' Representations
Zeena Feldman | The Gendered Challenges of Quitting Social Media

**10G Nelson** Culture, Time and Publics in the Arab World: roundtable

**10H St Trinnean's** Temporal vernaculars and strategies of resistance
Alana Osbourne | Time and tempo in the Culture Yard: challenging chronotypes in Kingston, Jamaica
Chima Anyadike-Danes | Trucking with Time: Mongolian's Resistance to Los Angeles's Construction of Time
Tarik Sabry | Socio-Cultural Time and Everyday Life in a Berber Moroccan Village
Boroka Bernhard Bo | Beat of Your Own Drummer? the Entanglement of Time and the Embodied Witness in 87 Capital Cities
Session 11 | Thursday 1.30-4.00
Open collaborative sessions exploring issues arising from panel sessions

Session 12 | Thursday 4.00-5.00
Concluding panel discussion